Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the most important features of strong interaction is the existence of the hadron spectrum. It emerges from confinement of quarks and gluons -- degrees of freedom of the underlying theory, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) -- in regions of sufficiently low energy where the QCD coupling is known to be large \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. Although the exact mechanism of hadron formation in non-perturbartive QCD is not yet fully understood, an experimental fact is a very abundant spectrum of states possessing various quantum numbers, such as for example isospin *I*, total spin *J*, parity *P* and charge conjugation *C*.

This is in particular the case for the spectrum of mesons (hadrons with integer spin) that can be found in the listings of PDG -- the Particle Data Group \[[@CR5]\]. In the scalar channel ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J^{P}=0^{+}$$\end{document}$), the following states are listed in the energy region up to approximately 2 GeV:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&f_{0}(500)/\sigma ,K_{0}^{\star }(800)/\kappa ,a_{0} (980),f_{0}(980),f_{0}(1370),\\&\quad K_{0}^{\star }(1430),a_{0}(1450),f_{0}(1500),f_{0}(1710), \\&\quad K_{0}^{\star }(1950),a_{0}(1950),f_{0}(2020), f_{0}(2100). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The pseudoscalar channel ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J^{P}=0^{-}$$\end{document}$) is similarly well populated:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\pi ,K,\eta ,\eta ^{\prime }(958),\eta (1295),\pi (1300),\eta (1405),\\&\quad K(1460), \eta (1475),\eta (1760),\pi (1800),K(1830). \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$A natural expectation founded in the Quark Model (see Refs. \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]; for a modern and modified version see for example Refs. \[[@CR8], [@CR9]\]) is that the mentioned states can effectively be described in terms of constituent quarks and antiquarks -- ground-state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ resonances. In this context, we define ground states as those with the lowest mass for a given set of quantum numbers *I*, *J*, *P* and *C*. Such a description is particularly successful for the lightest pseudoscalar states $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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However, this cannot be the full picture as the spectra contain more states than could be described in terms of the ground-state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ structure. A further natural expectation is then that the spectra may additionally contain first (radial) excitations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states, i.e., those with the same quantum numbers but with higher masses. (In the spectroscopic notation, the excited scalar and pseudoscalar states correspond, respectively, to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\, ^{1}S_0$$\end{document}$ configurations.) Of course, the possibility to study such states depends crucially on the identification of the ground states themselves; in the case of the scalar mesons, this is not as clear as for the pseudoscalars. Various hypotheses have been suggested for the scalar-meson structure, including meson--meson molecules, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}{\bar{q}}qq$$\end{document}$ states and glueballs, bound states of gluons -- see, e.g., Refs. \[[@CR10]--[@CR76]\]. Results of these studies are at times conflicting but the general conclusion is nonetheless that the scalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ ground states (as well as the glueball and the low-energy four-quark states) are well defined and positioned in the spectrum of particles up to and including the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_0(1710)$$\end{document}$ resonance.

The main objective of this work is then to ascertain which properties the excited scalar and pseudoscalar $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states possess and whether they can be identified in the physical spectrum.

Our study of the excited mesons is based on the Linear Sigma Model \[[@CR77]--[@CR80]\]. This is an effective approach to low-energy QCD -- its degrees of freedom are not quarks and gluons of the underlying theory but rather meson fields with various values of *I*, *J*, *P* and *C*.

There are several advantages that the model has to offer. Firstly, it implements the symmetries of QCD as well as their breaking (see Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} for details). Secondly, it contains degrees of freedom with quantum numbers equal to those observed experimentally and in theoretical first-principles spectra (such as those of lattice QCD). This combination of symmetry-governed dynamics and states with correct quantum numbers justifies in our view the expectation that important aspects of the strong interaction are captured by the proposed model. Note that the model employed in this article is wide-ranging in that it contains the ground-state scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states in three flavours (*u*, *d*, *s*), the scalar dilaton (glueball) and the first excitations in the three-flavour scalar and pseudoscalar channels. Considering isospin multiplets as single degrees of freedom, there are 16 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ ground states and 8 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ excited states plus the scalar glueball in the model. For this reason, it can be denoted the "Extended Linear Sigma Model" (eLSM). A further advantage of eLSM is that the inclusion of degrees of freedom with a certain structure (such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states here) allows us to test the compatibility of experimentally known resonances with such structure. This is of immediate relevance for experimental hadron searches such as those planned at PANDA\@FAIR \[[@CR81]\].

With regard to vacuum states, the model has been used in studies of two-flavour $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ mesons \[[@CR82]\], glueballs \[[@CR83]--[@CR87]\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$K_1$$\end{document}$ and other spin-1 mesons \[[@CR88], [@CR89]\] and baryons \[[@CR90]\]. It is, however, also suitable for studies of the QCD phase diagram \[[@CR91]--[@CR93]\]. In this article, we will build upon the results obtained in Refs. \[[@CR94], [@CR95]\] where ground-state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ resonances and the glueball were considered in vacuum. Comparing experimental masses and decay widths with the theoretical predictions for excited states, we will draw conclusions on structure of the observed states; we will also predict more than 35 decays for various scalar and pseudoscalar resonances (see Sect. [3.3](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}).

Irrespective of the above advantages, we must note that the model used in this article also has drawbacks. There are two that appear to be of particular importance.

Firstly, some of the states that might be of relevance in the region of interest are absent. The most important example is the scalar glueball whose mass is comparable \[[@CR54], [@CR58], [@CR61], [@CR64], [@CR65]\] to that of the excited $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states discussed here. The implementation of the scalar glueball is actually straightforward in our approach (see Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}) but the amount of its mixing with excited states is as yet unestablished, mainly due to the unfortunate lack of experimental data (discussed in Sect. [2.3.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}).

Secondly, our calculations of decay widths are performed at tree level. Consequently, unitarity corrections are not included. A systematic way to implement them is to consider mesonic loops and determine their influence on the pole positions of resonances. Substantial shift of the pole position may then improve (or spoil) the comparison to the experimental data. However, the results of Ref. \[[@CR96]\] suggest that unitarity corrections are small for resonances whose ratio of decay width to mass is small as well. Since such resonances are present in this article (see Sect. [3.3.3](#Sec16){ref-type="sec"}), the corrections will not be considered here.

Excited mesons were a subject of interest already several decades ago \[[@CR97], [@CR98]\]; to date, they have been considered in a wide range of approaches including QCD models/chiral Lagrangians \[[@CR99]--[@CR104]\], Lattice QCD \[[@CR105]--[@CR110]\], Bethe-Salpeter equation \[[@CR111]--[@CR114]\], NJL Model and its extensions \[[@CR115]--[@CR125]\], light-cone models \[[@CR126]\], QCD string approaches \[[@CR127]\] and QCD domain walls \[[@CR128]\]. Chiral symmetry has also been suggested to become effectively restored in excited mesons \[[@CR129], [@CR130]\] rendering their understanding even more important. A study analogous to ours (including both scalar and pseudoscalar excitations and their various decay channels) was performed in extensions of the NJL model \[[@CR117]--[@CR119], [@CR121], [@CR122]\]. The conclusion was that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$a_0(980)$$\end{document}$. However, this is at the expense of having very large decay widths for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_0$$\end{document}$ states above 1 GeV correspond to experimental data but the resonances are identified as quarkonium ground states \[[@CR94]\].

The outline of the article is as follows. The general structure and results obtained so far regarding ground-state $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ resonances are briefly reviewed in Sects. [2.1](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} and [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}. Building upon that basis, we present the Lagrangian for the excited states and discuss the relevant experimental data in Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Two hypotheses are tested in Sect. [3](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}: whether the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ states; the first one is not (yet) listed by the PDG but has been observed by the BES II and LHCb Collaborations \[[@CR131], [@CR132]\] and is discussed in Sect. [2.3.1](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}. We also discuss to what extent it is possible to interpret the pseudoscalar mesons $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The model {#Sec2}
=========

General remarks {#Sec3}
---------------

A viable effective approach to phenomena of non-perturbative strong interaction must implement the symmetries present in the underlying theory, QCD. The theory itself is rich in symmetries: colour symmetry $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{f}$$\end{document}$ the number of quark flavours; global, broken in vacuum spontaneously by the non-vanishing chiral condensate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$U(1)_{A}$$\end{document}$ anomaly \[[@CR135]\] and explicitly by the non-vanishing quark masses); dilatation symmetry (broken at the quantum level \[[@CR136], [@CR137]\] but valid classically in QCD without quarks); *CPT* symmetry (discrete; valid individually for charge conjugation *C*, parity transformation *P* and time reversal *T*); $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Z_{3}$$\end{document}$ symmetry (discrete; pertaining to the centre elements of a special unitary matrix of dimension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{f}\times N_{f}$$\end{document}$; non-trivial only at non-zero temperatures \[[@CR138]--[@CR143]\]) -- all of course in addition to the Poincaré symmetry.Terms entering the Lagrangian of an effective approach to QCD should as a matter of principle be compatible with all symmetries listed above. Our subject is QCD in vacuum. In this context, we note that the colour symmetry is automatically fulfilled since we will be working with colour-neutral degrees of freedom; the structure and number of terms entering the Lagrangian are then restricted by the chiral, CPT and dilatation symmetries.

The eLSM Lagrangian has the following general structure:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {L}=\mathcal {L}_{dil.}+\mathcal {L}_{0}+\mathcal {L}_{E} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$and in Sects. [2.2](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} and [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} we discuss the structure of the Lagrangians contributing to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Ground-state Quarkonia and Dilaton: Lagrangian and the matter content {#Sec4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

This section contains a brief overview of the results obtained so far in the Extended Linear Sigma Model that contains $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{f}=3$$\end{document}$ scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector quarkonia and the scalar glueball. The discussion is included for convenience of the reader and in order to set the basis for the incorporation of the excited quarkonia (Sect. [2.3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}). All details can be found in Refs. \[[@CR94], [@CR95]\].

In Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {L}_{dil}$$\end{document}$ implements, at the composite level, the dilatation symmetry of QCD and its breaking \[[@CR144]--[@CR149]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mathcal {L}_{dil.}=\frac{1}{2}(\partial _{\mu }G)^{2}-\frac{1}{4}\frac{m_{G} ^{2}}{\Lambda ^{2}}\left( G^{4}\ln \frac{G^{2}}{\Lambda ^{2}}-\frac{G^{4}}{4}\right) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *G* represents the dilaton field and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Lambda $$\end{document}$ is the scale that explicitly breaks the dilatation symmetry. Considering fluctuations around the potential minimum $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$J^{PC}=0^{++}$$\end{document}$ -- the scalar glueball \[[@CR83], [@CR95]\].

Terms that (i) are compatible in their structure with the chiral, dilatation and CPT symmetries of QCD and (ii) contain ground-state scalar, pseudoscalar, vector and axial-vector quarkonia with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_{f}=3$$\end{document}$ and the dilaton are collected in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {L}_{0}$$\end{document}$ contribution to Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}), as in Refs. \[[@CR82], [@CR94], [@CR95]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Excited scalars and pseudoscalars {#Sec5}
---------------------------------

### Lagrangian {#Sec6}

With the foundations laid in the previous section, the most general Lagrangian for the excited scalar and pseudoscalar quarkonia with terms up to order four in the naive scaling can be constructed as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Parameters {#Sec7}
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Consequently we are left with the following undetermined parameters:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Mass terms {#Sec8}
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### Decay widths {#Sec9}

Our objective is to perform a tree-level calculation of all kinematically allowed two- and three-body decays for all excited states present in the model. The corresponding interaction Lagrangians are presented in Appendix [A](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}. As we will see, there are more than 35 decays that can be determined in this way but all of them can be calculated using only a few formulae.
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Depending on the final states, the interaction Lagrangians presented in Appendix [A](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} can have one of the following general structures:For a decay of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Masses and decays of the excited states: results and consequences {#Sec10}
=================================================================

Parameter determination: general remarks {#Sec11}
----------------------------------------
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Conclusion {#Sec17}
==========
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Appendix A: Interaction Lagrangians {#Sec18}
===================================

Here we collect all interaction Lagrangians that are used for calculations of decay widths throughout this article. Vertices for large-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\mathcal {L}_{K^{E}} =-\frac{i}{4}\left[ h_{2}^{\star }\left( \phi _{N} \varvec{-} \sqrt{2}\phi _{S}\right) \varvec{+} 2h_{3}^{\star }\phi _{N}\right] w_{K_{1}} Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \, \left( \omega _{N\mu }\partial ^{\mu }{\bar{K}}^{0}-\rho _{\mu } ^{0}\partial ^{\mu }{\bar{K}}^{0}+\sqrt{2}\rho _{\mu }^{+}\partial ^{\mu }K^{-}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\,\frac{i}{4}\left[ h_{2}^{\star }\left( \phi _{N}-\sqrt{2}\phi _{S}\right) -2h_{3}^{\star }\phi _{N}\right] w_{a_{1}}Z_{\pi }\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \,\left( {\bar{K}}_{\mu }^{\star 0}\partial ^{\mu }\eta _{N}-{\bar{K}}_{\mu }^{\star 0}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{0}+\sqrt{2}K_{\mu }^{\star -}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{+}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\,\frac{i}{2\sqrt{2}}\left[ h_{2}^{\star }\left( \phi _{N}-\sqrt{2}\phi _{S}\right) +2\sqrt{2}h_{3}^{\star }\phi _{S}\right] \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \, w_{f_{1S}}Z_{\eta _{S} }\,K^{0E}{\bar{K}}_{\mu }^{\star 0}\partial ^{\mu }\eta _{S}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\,\frac{1}{2}h_{2}^{\star }w_{a_{1}}^{2}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\left( {\bar{K}}^{0}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{N}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{0}\right. \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \left. -\sqrt{2}K^{-} \partial _{\mu }\eta _{N}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{+}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\,\frac{1}{4}(h_{2}^{\star }-2h_{3}^{\star })w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi } ^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\left( \pi ^{0}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{N}\partial ^{\mu }\bar{K}^{0}\right. \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \left. -\,\sqrt{2}\pi ^{+}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{N}\partial ^{\mu }K^{-}+\eta _{N}\partial _{\mu }\pi ^{0}\partial ^{\mu }{\bar{K}}^{0}\right. \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \left. -\,\sqrt{2}\eta _{N} \partial _{\mu }\pi ^{+}\partial ^{\mu }K^{-}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad +\,\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}h_{3}^{\star }w_{a_{1}}w_{f_{1S}}Z_{\pi }Z_{K}Z_{\eta _{S} }\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \, \left( {\bar{K}}^{0}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{S}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{0}\right. \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \left. -\,\sqrt{2}K^{-}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{S}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{+}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\, \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}h_{2}^{\star }w_{K_{1}}w_{f_{1S}}Z_{\pi }Z_{K}Z_{\eta _{S}}\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \,\left( \pi ^{0}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{S}\partial ^{\mu }{\bar{K}} ^{0}-\sqrt{2}\pi ^{+}\partial _{\mu }\eta _{S}\partial ^{\mu }K^{-}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\, \frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}h_{2}^{\star }w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi }Z_{K}Z_{\eta _{S} }\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \,\left( \eta _{S}\partial _{\mu }\pi ^{0}\partial ^{\mu }{\bar{K}}^{0} -\sqrt{2}\eta _{S}\partial _{\mu }\pi ^{+}\partial ^{\mu }K^{-}\right) \nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad +\,\frac{1}{4}h_{2}^{\star }w_{a_{1}}^{2}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}{\bar{K}} ^{0}(\partial _{\mu }\mathbf {\pi })^{2}+\frac{1}{4}(h_{2}^{\star }-2h_{3}^{\star })\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \, w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\pi ^{0}\partial _{\mu }{\bar{K}} ^{0}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{0}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad -\, h_{3}^{\star }w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\pi ^{-} \partial _{\mu }{\bar{K}}^{0}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{+}+\frac{1}{2}h_{2}^{\star }\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \,w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\pi ^{+}\partial _{\mu }{\bar{K}} ^{0}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{-}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad +\,\frac{1}{2\sqrt{2}}(h_{2}^{\star }+2h_{3}^{\star })w_{a_{1}}w_{K_{1}}Z_{\pi }^{2}Z_{K}\,K^{0E}\nonumber \\&\qquad \qquad \times \, \left( \pi ^{+}\partial _{\mu }K^{-}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{0} -\pi ^{0}\partial _{\mu }K^{-}\partial ^{\mu }\pi ^{+}\right) . \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$

There is a subtle point pertaining to the condensation of excited states in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$-type models: as discussed in Ref. \[[@CR184]\], it can be in agreement with QCD constraints but may also, depending on parameter choice, spontaneously break parity in vacuum. Study of a model with condensation of the excited states would go beyond the current work. (It would additionally imply that the excited pseudoscalars also represent Goldstone bosons of QCD which is disputed in, e.g., Ref. \[[@CR111]\].)
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                \begin{document}$$\eta (1405)$$\end{document}$ resonance would then be a candidate for the pseudoscalar glueball \[[@CR202]\].

However, there would be no mixing of pseudoscalar isosinglets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta _{S}^{E}$$\end{document}$ in the model even if all discarded parameters were considered. The reason is that there is no condensation of excited scalar states in Lagrangian ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}).

A similar mixing scenario may (as a matter of principle) also exist in the case of the scalars discussed here. However, the amount of theoretical studies is significantly smaller here: for example, a glueball contribution to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$f_0(1790)$$\end{document}$ has been discussed in Refs. \[[@CR210], [@CR211]\] while -- just as in our study -- the same resonance was found to be compatible with an excited $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\bar{q}}q$$\end{document}$ state in Ref. \[[@CR102]\].
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